Condo Wines
2013 Rose
Fresh and vibrant were the words to express the experience tasting
the Shiraz grapes in the vineyard specifically selected for our 2013
Rose. With careful crushing the freshness has more than lingered
during fermentation and bottling.
Shiraz was the obvious choice for our Rose style wine. The bouquet is
at once attractive with the smell of raspberry and cherry. The flavours
of summer berries and cherries dominate with a refreshing finish.
We wanted to produce a Rose that while great drinking on its one
would be an ideal accompaniment platters of seafood and even spicy
Szechuan cuisine.
An exciting and enjoyable wine for you to savour.

Viticulture and Vinification
Vintage Information
Vintage

2013

Region

Swan Reach,
South Australia

Harvested

Late February

Alc/Vol

13.2%

Total Acid

6.32g/l

pH

3.50

Residual Sugar

19.3 g/l

2013 was an exceptional vintage for flavour and colour. Early ripening
of the Shiraz required close attention to the grapes’ development so as
not to allow accelerated ripeness but rather a balance between flavour
ripeness and fresh acid retention. The grapes were picked under
perfect conditions with ideal colour, sugar levels and freshness.
Vinification included contact with skins for 24 hours prior to a chilled
fermentation. We then let the wine settle for constantly checking to
ensure the wine remained fresh and vibrant.
The wine was then gently fined and bottled early to retain fruit flavour
freshness. Bottled only in 187ml.
Condo Wines
Condo Wines is a small family vineyard perched upon the ochre
coloured cliffs overlooking the venerable Murray River at Swan
Reach. The shared passion of the family is to produce wines that
reflect a sense of fruit balance and elegance. Wines meant to be
shared with food and friends.
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